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Abstract. Netcharts have been introduced recently by Mukund et al. in [17]. This
new appealing approach to the specification of collections of message sequence
charts (MSCs) benefits from a graphical description, a formal semantics based on
Petri nets, and an appropriate expressive power. As opposed to high-level MSCs,
any regular MSC language is the language of some netchart. Motivated by two
open problems raised in [17], we establish in this paper that the questions
(i) whether a given high-level MSC describes some netchart language
(ii) whether a given netchart is equivalent to some high-level MSC
(iii) whether a given netchart describes a regular MSC language
are undecidable. These facts are closely related to our first positive result: We
prove that netchart languages are exactly the MSC languages that are implementable by message passing automata up to refinement of message contents.
Next we focus on FIFO netcharts: The latter are defined as the netcharts whose
executions correspond to all firing sequences of their low-level Petri net. We show
that the questions
(i) whether a netchart is a FIFO netchart
(ii) whether a FIFO netchart describes a regular MSC language
(iii) whether a regular netchart is equivalent to some high-level MSC
are decidable.

Introduction
Message Sequence Charts (MSCs) are a popular model often used for the documentation of telecommunication protocols. They profit by a standardized visual and textual
presentation (ITU-T recommendation Z.120 [11]) and are related to other formalisms
such as sequence diagrams of UML. An MSC gives a graphical description of communications between processes. It usually abstracts away from the values of variables and
the actual contents of messages. However, this formalism can be used at a very early
stage of design to detect errors in the specification [10]. In this direction, several studies
have already brought up methods and complexity results for the model-checking and
implementation of MSCs viewed as a specification language [1–3, 5, 8, 14, 16, 18, 19].
Collections of MSCs are often specified by means of high-level MSCs (HMSCs).
The latter can be seen as directed graphs labelled by component MSCs. However such
specifications may be unrealistic because this formalism allows for the description of
sets of MSCs that correspond to no communicating system. Furthermore in most cases
it is undecidable whether a HMSC describes an implementable language [1, 14, 8]. In
[17], Mukund et al. introduced a new formalism for specifying collections of MSCs:
Netcharts can be seen as HMSCs with some distributed control whereas HMSCs require implicitly some global control over processes in the system. Basically a netchart
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is a Petri net whose places are labelled by processes and whose transitions are labelled
by MSCs. This new approach benefits from a graphical description, a formal semantics,
and an appropriate expressive power: As opposed to HMSCs, all netcharts describe
implementable languages. Our first result completes this relationship and shows that
netcharts describe precisely all implementable languages (Th. 3.7). This key result allows us to answer negatively to some questions left open in [17].
First we present several comparisons between netcharts and HMSCs. We show that
it is undecidable whether a HMSC describes a netchart language (Th. 4.7). Conversely,
we show also that it is undecidable whether a netchart language can be described by
some HMSC (Cor. 4.4). Yet as explained below, we can effectively check whether a
regular netchart is equivalent to some HMSC. These two results follow from the observation that a netchart language corresponds to some HMSC if and only if it describes a
finitely generated set of MSCs (Th. 4.3).
In the literature regular MSC languages have attracted a lot of interest. These languages appeared in [2, 18] as a framework where many model-checking problems become decidable. They were investigated later thoroughly and characterized in a logical
way in [8, 9]. In particular [8, Th. 4.1] shows how to decide whether a regular set of
MSCs is finitely generated. Noteworthy, similarly to high-level compositional MSCs
[7], any regular MSC language is the language of some netchart [17]. Answering a second open question from [17], another negative consequence of our first result is that
regularity is undecidable for netchart languages (Cor. 3.8). This is admittedly a major
drawback of netcharts.
Motivated by some restrictions considered at some point in [17], we prove in Theorem 5.3 that regularity is decidable for the subclass of FIFO netcharts. The latter
are defined as those netcharts whose FIFO behaviors correspond exactly to the firing
sequences of the underlying low-level Petri net. Theorem 5.3 relies on a difficult and
unrecognized result by Lambert [12, Th. 5.2] together with the remark that a netchart
language is regular if and only if it requires bounded channel capacities. Additionally
we show that we can check effectively whether a netchart is FIFO (Th. 5.2) by reduction
to the reachability problem in Petri nets [15].
This paper investigates two semantics of netcharts. The FIFO semantics adopted
in [17] appears as a restriction of a more general semantics that allows non-FIFO behaviors. In most cases, results extend from the FIFO semantics to the non-FIFO one.
However we exhibit a netchart that is not implementable under the non-FIFO semantics. To simplify the presentation of our results the non-FIFO semantics is investigated
separately in the last section.

1 Background
Message sequence charts (MSCs) are defined by several recommendations that indicate how one should represent them graphically [11]. Examples of MSCs are given in
Figures 1 and 2 in which time flows top-down. In this paper we regard MSCs as particular labelled partial orders (or pomsets) following a traditional trend of modeling
concurrent executions [6, 13, 20]. This approach allows for applying classical results of
Mazurkiewicz trace theory to the framework of MSCs [18, 8, 9, 16, 3].
A pomset over an alphabet  is a triple  ! where " is a finite partial
order and  is a mapping from  to  . A pomset can be seen as an abstraction of an
execution of a concurrent system. In this view, the elements # of  are events and their
label $#% describes the basic action of the system that is performed by the event #'&( .
Furthermore, the order  describes the causal dependence between the events.
An order extension of a pomset  ! is a pomset *)+ ,)! such
that -,) . A linear extension of  is an order extension that is linearly ordered. It
corresponds to a sequential view of the concurrent execution  . Linear extensions of
a pomset  over  can naturally be regarded as words over  . By .0/,1- 32 , we
denote the set of linear extensions of a pomset  over  .
1.1 FIFO and non-FIFO basic message sequence charts
We present here a formal definition of MSCs. The latter appear as particular pomsets
over some alphabet 56 4 that we introduce first. Let 7 be a finite set of processes (also
called instances) and 8 be a finite set of messages. For any instance 9:&57 , the alphabet
;< 4

;=?4 > <A@
;BC
4 > < is the disjoint union of the set of send actions 3=?4 > < 
DE9CFHGI
J%I
&
4 >< 
7
K,DE9MLNO(&P8,L and the set of receive actions  BC
DE9RQ G IJCI&7
K,DE9MLNO(&P8,L . The
alphabets  < 4 are disjoint and we put  6 4  S <1T 6  < 4 . Given an action U &  6 4 , we
denote by VXWZYEU[ the unique instance 9 such that U& 3< 4 , that is the particular instance
on which each occurrence of action U takes place.
For any pomset ! over 56 4 we denote by VXWZYE#% the instance on which the
event # occurs: VXWZYE#% VXWZYE1$#% . We say that \ covers # and we write #N]Z^_\ if #'^ \
and #'^ ` \ implies ` \ . We say that two events # and \ are two matching events
and we write #a \ if # is the b -th send event 9CFcGI and \ is the b -th receive event IdQeGf9 :
In other words, we put #a
\
if there are two instances 9 and I and some message
O
&(8
such that $#% 9CF G I , $\A: IdQ G 9 and gihfjCklDe# ) &( Jm$# )  9CF G I:no# )  #!Lp
gihfjCklD%\q)A&(
J$\q)
IdQEGf9qn(\q)A
\0L .
D EFINITION 1.1. A basic message sequence chart (MSC) over the set of messages
is a pomset r  ! over s6 4 such that
M t : uA#NC\(&P : VXWZYE#% VXWZYE\Av #' \;w(\P #%
M x : uA#&(Cy$\ &(M#:a \;w(\oa #
M z : #:a \{v #' \
M | : }~#N]Z^_\;nVXWZYE#%" VXWZYE\AAv #:a \ .
8

By M t , events occurring on the same instance are linearly ordered: In particular nondeterministic choice cannot be described within a basic MSC. Condition M x makes

sure that each receive event matches some send event and conversely. Thus there is no
duplication of messages within the channels and M x formalizes partly the reliability of
the channels. Following the recommendation Z.120, we allow overtaking (Fig. 2) but
forbid any reversal of the order in which two identical messages  sent from 9 to I
are received by I (Fig. 3). Now M z formalizes simply that the receipt of any message
will occur after the corresponding send event. Finally, by M | , causality in r consists
only in the linear dependency on each instance and the ordering of pairs of matching
events. The set of all basic MSCs is denoted by ${f . Note here that if two basic
MSCs share some linear extension then they are equal. We denote by VXWZYr
the set of
active instances of an MSC r : VXWZYEr  DE9&7 Jey[#&PVXWZYE#% 9ML .
In Figure 2, the basic MSC exhibits some overtaking of message  above two messages O . A basic MSC satisfies the FIFO requirement if it shows no overtaking, that
is, the messages from one instance to another are delivered in the order they are sent
(Fig. 1). Non-FIFO basic MSCs allow for specifying scenarios that use several channels (or message types) between pairs of processes (Fig. 2). A more critical situation
is illustrated by Figure 3. In this drawing, one message overtakes another one with the
same content: In this paper, differently from [4] we forbid this kind of behaviors.
1.2 Petri nets
Let us now recall the definition of a Petri net and some usual notations. A Petri net is
a triple   ,M' where  is a set of places,  is a set of transitions such that



 , and 

p @
1
{' is a flow relation. We shall use the following
usual notations. For all O &  @  , we put O  DE &  @  J01qOq(& ;L and
@
Oq

DE
&


JA1O0$&
;L . Clearly, for all transitions  ,  and  are sets of
places, and conversely for all places  &  , R and q are both sets of transitions. A
marking  of  is a multiset of places  & + . A transition  is enabled at  & + if
qi
 for all P&
 . In this case, we write 
}o) where the marking o) is defined
by ')q: ql]  if P&P$K0 , ')q q$  if P&(0K , and )q q
otherwise.
In this paper, we consider Petri nets provided with an initial marking H and a finite
set of final markings . An execution sequence is a word ¡  mte¢£¢£¢~R¤ & ,2 such that
there are markings '¥ ,..., ¤ satisfying ¦¥; H , '¤ &
and o§E¨©t}§fo§ for all
integers ª& }«!bq . The language ¬" consists of all execution sequences of  .
1.3 Netcharts
A netchart is basically a Petri net whose places are labelled by instances and whose
transitions are labelled by FIFO basic MSCs. Similarly to Petri nets, netcharts admit an
intuitive visual representation: Examples of netcharts are given in Fig. 4, 7, and 9.
D EFINITION 1.2. A netchart over 8 consists of a Petri net ,MRoH$R and two
mappings VXWZYl ® 7 and ¯
Z
®
${f
such that VXWZY associates some instance
VXWZYEq to each place 
and ¯
associates a FIFO basic MSC ¯ 1 over the set of
messages 8 to each transition i&{ . Three conditions are required for such a structure
to be a netchart:
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and a corresponding MSC

N È : For each instance ÉÊÌË , the places located on instance É contain exactly one token
in the initial marking, i.e. Í ÎÏÐXÑcÒÔÓ1Õ©Ö%×Ø Ï$ÙÛÚÝÜ:Þ ß .
N à : For each transition á and each active instance É:Ê{âXãZä Ùå Ù á ÜÜ , there is exactly one
place Ú Ê æá such that âXãZä ÙÛÚÝÜÞ É and there is exactly one place Ú Ê á»æ such that
âXãZä ÙÛÚÝÜÞ
É .
N ç : For each transition á and each place Ú Ê æáèPáæ , the instance associated to Ú is
active in å Ù á Ü : âXãZä ÙÛÚÝÜ Ê{âXãZä Ùå Ù á ÜÜ .
Observe here that the last requirement N ç implies that æáè áæ is empty as soon as
å
Ù á Ü is the empty MSC. However Axiom N ç plays actually no rôle in the semantics of
netcharts and it could be removed for simplification’s sake.

2 Semantics of netcharts
In this section we fix a netchart é Þ ÙÙêëì,ëMíë ×'Ø ÏZëRîÜmë âXãZä ëMå Ü over the set of messages ï and define formally its behaviors. The semantics of é consists of basic MSCs
over ï (Fig. 4). The latter are derived from the basic MSCs that represent the execution sequences of some low-level Petri net ðòñ (Fig. 4 and 6). Actually, the execution
sequences of ðóñ use a refined set of messages ï_ô and MSCs of é are obtained by
projection of messages from ï_ô onto ï .
2.1 From MSCs to Petri nets
The construction of the low-level Petri net ðòñ starts with the translation of each transition á Ê ì with component MSC å Ù á Ü Þ Ùõëöë÷!Ü into some Petri net ðùø Þ
Ùê ø ëì ø ëMí ø Ü . This natural operation is depicted in Fig. 5.
Þ
Ùõëöë÷!Ü as a dag
This construction need to regard each component MSC ú
(direct acyclic graph) denoted by ÙõëûZü«ë÷!Ü . For any instance É;Ê Ë we let öýÖ be the
restriction of ö to events located on instance É . Then þNÿ û,Ö if þ occurs immediately
before on instance É . Then the binary relation ûZü consists of pairs of matching events
together with pairs of covering events w.r.t. öpÖ .
D EFINITION 2.1. The MSC dag of a basic MSC ú Þ
acyclic graph ÙõëûZü«ë÷!Ü such that þ ûZü if þ
or þNÿ

Ùõëöë÷!Ü
û_Ö

is a labelled directed
for some instance ÉÊÌË .
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Clearly we can recover the basic MSC from its MSC dag. The reason for this is that
]Z^
^$# hence 
is simply the reflexive and transitive closure of ^$# . That is why we
will identify a basic MSC with its corresponding MSC dag.
We can now formalize how each component MSC ¯ 1, ^$#«! is translated
into some Petri net &%  '%m(%CM'%R . First, the places )% are identified with pairs
from ^$# . Second the transitions *% are identified with some send or receive actions
over > a>.-0new
set of> messages
from 8    +% . Formally, we put )% ^$# and (%5
% /M>132
% >.-0/M>132
DE9CF,
I!IdQ3,
9JN#NC\Ai&
^$#En$#%
9CF,iIpn$\A
IdQ3,p9ML .
Note that the translation from the basic MSC ¯ 1 into the Petri net 4% is one-toone: We will be able to recover the basic MSC ¯ > 1>.-0/M>from
the Petri net 4% > . >.For
this, we
132
%
% -0/M>132
let 5 be the mapping from *% to  such that 5q19CF6,
Id
# and 5q£IdQ3,
9R
\ .
To complete the definition of % we choose a flow relation 7% in accordance with the
causality relation ^$# of ¯ 1 : We put
'%
Dd8%E#NC\Ai&{(%:('%:J95q8fi
#!L @
Dd#NC\Am:8fi&P'%i{(%J95q8f:
\0L .
The transitions of the Petri net %p '%m(%MM'% will be connected to places of ; by
means of the following connection relation:
% )

Dd0:8f&(

@

{(%:J(&

Dd8%qi&{(%i(

An(<8'

_nVXWZY5q8fi

VXWZYEqCL

JP&{:n=8fp

_nVXWZYE5q8fi

VXWZYEqCLN¢

2.2 Low-level Petri net
Now, in order to build the low-level Petri net > of the netchart ; , we replace each
transition i&( of ; by its corresponding Petri net ?% as shown in Fig. 6.
The low-level Petri net @>  A>pB>,MA>pRH[RA> is built as follows. First, the
set of places &> collects the places of ; and the places of all ?% : A>  S % TC '% @  .
Second, the set of transitions collects all transitions of all 4% : B>  S % TC (% . Now the
flow relation consists of the flow relation +% of each &% together with the connection
relations ¦% ) : A>  S % TC '% @ % ) . The initial marking of  is the one of ; : The new
places  & &> K are initially empty. Similarly a marking  of > is final if the
restriction of  to the places of ; is a final marking of ; and if all other places are
empty: &>  D &(  JmEDF &{nEDFHG*IF  J[L .
Any execution sequence ¡ &(¬">_ of the low-level Petri net leads from the initial
marking to some final marking for which all places from A% are empty. Moreover ¡ is
actually a linear extension of a unique basic MSC.
D EFINITION 2.2. The MSC language KL3MONN4>_ consists of the FIFO basic MSCs
such that at least one linear extension of r is an execution sequence of P> .
r

Q
´SRUTWVXRZY

Q
 ´^RUT[V_RZY
 ´^RUT6`aRUb 

¶

RUT[VXR]\Û

 ¶

» ´SR]T`RZb

R]T[VXRU\

F IG . 6. The low-level Petri net ")c associated to the netchart d

of Fig. 4

Interestingly, similarly to a property observed with message passing automata (Def. 3.2
below), it can be easily shown that a basic MSC r belongs to KL3MONN4>_ if and only
if all linear extensions of r are execution sequences of > . Noteworthy it can happen
that an execution sequence of the low-level Petri net > corresponds to a non-FIFO
MSC (see e.g. [17, Fig. 5] or Fig. 7). Following [17], we focus on FIFO behaviors and
neglect this kind of execution sequences here. We will investigate a non-FIFO semantics
of netcharts in the last section only.
2.3 Set of MSCs associated to some netchart
Recall now that MSCs from KL3MONN4> use a refined set of messages 8fe that consists
of triples 1 mMU[ where  & 8 , &  , and U & 7% . We let g'e  8PeP® 8 denote
the labelling that associates the message  & 8 to each triple 1 mMU[{& 8he . This
labelling extends to a function that maps actions of 6 4ji onto actions of s6 4 in a natural
way. Furthermore this mapping extends in the obvious way from the FIFO basic MSCs
over 8Pe to the FIFO basic MSCs over 8 . The semantics of the netchart ; is defined
from the semantics of its low-level Petri net > by means of the labelling g7e .
D EFINITION 2.3. The MSC language KL3MON!;; is the set of FIFO basic MSCs obtained
from an MSC of its low-level Petri net by the labelling g+e : K4L3MONN;; g'e!K4L3MONN4>_ .
We stress here that g)e maps FIFO basic MSCs onto FIFO basic MSCs. The situation
with non-FIFO basic MSCs may be more complicated as we will see in the last section.

3 Netcharts vs. implementable languages
In this section, we study how netcharts relate to communicating systems. We consider
the set of channels k that consists of all triples 19CI!Oq&7 +7 58 : A channel state is
then formalized by a map l k ® m that describes the queues of messages within the
channels at some stage of an execution. The empty channel state l ¥ is such that each
channel maps to J .
D EFINITION 3.1. A message passing automaton (MPA) n over 8 consists of a family of local components po < <1T 6 and a subset of global final states  such that each
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component  Ö is a transition system Ù_¦Öë:ÖRë ÿ( ÖÜ over
Ö , ÿ( Ö
Ù_ÖB Ö 
É -local states, with initial state Ö Ê
relation and í    Ö Ö 3' .

|

~+.
}
Ç

Ö  where ¦Ö
E
 ÖÜ is the É

is a finite set of
-local transition

3.1 Semantics of MPA
A global state is a pair Ù_!ë:Ü where  Ê  Ö Ö is a tuple of local states and  is a
channel state. The initial global state is the pair ,Þ Ù_!ë:Ü such that Þ ÙXÖÜ Ö and

Þ
' is the empty channel state. The system of global states associated to  is the
transition system  Þ Ù_5ë:ë ÿj Ü over  where  Þ  Ö Ö A is the set of
global states and the global transition relation ÿj    ¡   satisfies:
– for all
1.
2.

¦Ö

Ù É ëx¢ ë:£PÜ
Öª©¬«)
Ö ¦Ö ®
B
ÿ(

Ê¥¤

and ¦§®

7®Ù É ëx¢ ë:£PÜÞ

– for all

Ù É ëx¢ ë:£PÜ
µ´«:Ö

,

ÙX¦¨§fÜ
Þ

§3
¦3§

ë:

,

ÙX¦¨§fÜ

ÿ(

ÙX¦§ ® Ü

§3

ë:

ë:7®

§3

for all ¯ ÊÌË ° 
ß and iÙ²qÜ:Þ

iÙ É ëx¢ ë:£PÜ'±
Ê¥¤

Öª©¬«)

É

µ´«:Ö
ÙX¦§ ® Ü §3
ÿ(



if

,
7®Ù²qÜ
ë:7®

for all ²

Ê³¤

°

dÙ É ëx¢ ë:£PÜ

;

if

1. ¦¶ ÿ( ·¦ ® and ¦§® Þ ¦3§ for all ¯ ÊÌË ° ¸¢S ,
2. iÙ É ëx¢ ë:£PÜ:Þ ß± 7®Ù É ëx¢ ë:£PÜ and iÙ²qÜ:Þ 7®Ù²qÜ for all ² Ê³¤ ° dÙ É ëx¢ ë:£PÜ .
¦® if there
As usual with transition systems, for any ¹ Þ º È»p»p» ºH¼ Ê @
 ½ , we write ¦ ÿ(¾ 
are some global states ¦9!ë »p»p» ë¦9¼ Ê  such that ¦¿5Þ ¦ , ¦9¼ Þ ¦® and for all À Ê Á ß!ë:Â(Ã ,
¦9Ä<Å È ÿ(Æ Ç
¦9Ä . An execution sequence of  is a word ¹
¦ for
¡ ½ such that  ÿ(¾ 
Ê
¦
í
some global final state Ê
.
Consider now an MPA  with components Ù  ÖÜ Ö and global final states í . Any
execution sequence ¹ Ê   ½ is a linear extension of a (unique) basic MSC.
D EFINITION 3.2. The language ÈÉ3ÊOË Ù  Ü consists of the FIFO basic MSCs ú
at least one linear extension of ú is an execution sequence of  .
Noteworthy, it can be easily shown that a basic MSC ú belongs to ÈÌÉ3ÊOË Ù 
extensions of ú are execution sequences of  . We say that a language È
realizable if there exists some MPA  such that È Þ ÈÉ3ÊOË Ù  Ü .

Ü

such that
iff all linear

Í^Î³ÏÐ is

E XAMPLE 3.3. Consider the netchart é3È depicted in Figure 7 for which the initial
marking is the single final marking. Its language ÈÉ3ÊOË Ù é;È Ü is the set of all basic MSCs
that consist only of messages º and Ñ exchanged from É to ¢ in a FIFO manner. Clearly,
the language È@É3ÊOË Ù é;È Ü is realizable.

3.2 Implementation of MSC languages
As observed in [1], there are finite sets of FIFO basic MSCs that are not realizable.
For this reason, it is natural to relax the notion of realization. In [9], Henriksen et al.
suggested to allow some refinements of message contents as follows.
D EFINITION 3.4. Let K - $(f be an MSC language over the set of messages 8 . We
say that K is implementable if there are some MPA n over some set of messages 8 ) and
some labelling ÒP!8 )l® 8 such that K  Ò0K@L3MONNXn$ .
Note here that any implementable language consists of FIFO basic MSCs only because
Ò0r
is FIFO as soon as r is FIFO.
As the next result shows, the refinement of message contents by means of labellings
helps the synthesis of MPAs from sets of scenarios. As opposed to the restrictive approach studied in [1, 14] which sticks to the specified set of message contents, labellings
allow for the implementation of any finite set of basic MSCs. Actually the refinement of
messages allows for the implementation of any regular set of FIFO basic MSCs. Recall
here that an MSC language K - $(f is called regular if the set of corresponding
linear extensions .0/,K: De.0/,r iJEr &¥K,L is a regular set of words.
T HEOREM 3.5. [9, Th. 3.4] All regular sets of FIFO basic MSCs are implementable.
One main property of netcharts is the following.
T HEOREM 3.6. [17] For any netchart ; , KL3MONN;; is implementable.
Note that Theorem 3.6 fails if we forbid refinements, that is if we require that KÌL3MONN;;
K4L3MONNXn$ . The reason for this is again that there are finite sets of FIFO basic MSCs that
are not realizable while they are netchart languages.
3.3 From message passing automata to netcharts
In [17, Th. 6], it is shown that any regular MSC language is a netchart language. However the converse fails: There are netchart languages that are not regular (see e.g. Example 3.3). Our first result characterizes the expressive power of netcharts and establishes
the converse of Theorem 3.6.
T HEOREM 3.7. Any implementable language is the MSC language of some netchart
whose component MSCs consist only of a pair of matching events.
We stress that Theorem 3.7 is effective: For any MPA n over the set of messages 8 ) and
any labelling Ò d8 )A® 8 , we can build a netchart ; such that KL3MONN;;: Ò0K4L3MONNXn$ .
Theorem 3.7 subsumes [17, Th. 6] because all regular MSC languages are implementable (Th. 3.5) and there are implementable languages that are not regular (Ex. 3.3).
The proof of Theorem 3.7 is rather tedious. It differs from the proof of [17, Th. 6] in
that we do not assume the implementable language Ò0KL3MONNXn$ to be regular.
Theorem 3.7 shows that the expressivity of netcharts coincides with the expressivity
of MPAs up to labellings. This leads us to a first answer to questions from [17].
C OROLLARY 3.8. It is undecidable whether a netchart language is regular.

Proof. We observe first that it is undecidable whether the language of some given
MPA is regular. More precisely, similarly to the proof of [19, Prop. 7], for any instance
of Post’s Corresponding Problem, we build some MPA n such that the instance has a
solution iff K@L3MONNXn$ is not empty and in this case KL3MONNXn$ is not regular. Now the proof
follows from the effectiveness of Th. 3.7 with a labelling Ò{ VRk(!8 ® 8 .

4 Netcharts vs. high-level message sequence charts
Let us now recall how one can build high-level MSCs from basic MSCs. First, the asynchronous concatenation of two basic MSCs r t_ pt%pteet and r x" ,xf,xfxe
is the basic MSC r t#%r xp ! where   ýtÓ(,x , ; et @ x and the partial order  is the transitive closure of +t @ ,x @ Dd#fteM#exEo& pto ,x5JfVXWZYE#ft
VXWZYE#exECL . This concatenation allows for the composition of specifications in order to
describe infinite sets of basic MSCs: We obtain high-level message sequence charts as
rational expressions, following thus the usual algebraic approach that we recall next.
4.1 Rational sets of MSCs
For any subsets K and K) of ${f , the product of K by K) is K #Ki): DEO³#%Ol) JfO &
¥
K n Ol)_& Ki)L . We let  denote the empty basic MSC and we put K

DNfL . For any
¤Ôt
¤
¤
b
&
m , K

K
#K ; then the iteration of K is Ki2
K
.
It
is
also denoted
S ¤ T
Õ

K . A language K
$(f
is
finitely
generated
if
there
is
a
finite
subset
Ö of $(f
Õ
such that K - Ö+ . A subset of $(f is rational if it can be obtained from the finite
subsets of ${f by means of unions, products and iterations. Any rational language is
finitely generated.
D EFINITION 4.1. A high-level message sequence chart (HMSC) is a rational expression of basic MSCs, that is, an expression built from finite sets of basic MSCs by use of
union (  ), product ( # ) and iteration (× ).
We follow here the approach adopted e.g. in [1, 2, 5, 8, 14, 19] where HMSCs are however often flattened into message sequence graphs. The set of MSCs corresponding to
some HMSC Ø is denoted by KfÙ .
E XAMPLE 4.2. Consider again the two components MSCs Ú and Û of the netchart ;t
depicted in Fig. 7. As already observed in Example 3.3, the language KPL3MONN;;tm is the
set of all FIFO basic MSCs that consist only of messages U and Ü exchanged from 9 to
I . This language corresponds to the HMSC XÚ

Û;·2 .
4.2 For netchart languages: finitely generated means rational
As already observed in [17, Fig. 6], there are netcharts whose languages are not finitely
generated. Clearly these netchart languages are not rational. We show here that it is
undecidable whether a given netchart language is described by some HMSC (Cor. 4.4).
As a first step, the next result shows that being finitely generated is sufficient for a
netchart language to be rational.

T HEOREM 4.3. For any netchart ; , KL3MON!;; is finitely generated iff it is the language
of some HMSC.
Õ

Proof. Let Ö be a finite set of basic MSCs over 8 such that KL3MON!;;Ö+ . From
Theorem 3.6, we can build some MPA n over a refined set of messages 8 ) such that
K4L3MONN;;{
Ò0K4L3MONdXn$ for some Ò
8 )®
8 . Let Öp) be the subset of FIFO basic
Õ
MSCs r over
8 ) such that Ò0r
&
Ö . Then K@L3MONN;;;
Ò0K4L3MONNXn$
Öp) . Since
Õ
K4L3MONNXn$0
Öp)¹ is recognizable and finitely generated, it is described by some globally
cooperative HMSC [16, Th. 2.3].
In [19, Prop. 7], it was shown that it is undecidable whether the language of some
given MPA is finitely generated. Since the language of any MPA is also the language of
some netchart that we can effectively build (Th. 3.7), we obtain easily a first corollary
of Th. 4.3.
C OROLLARY 4.4. Given some netchart
scribed by some HMSC.
;

, it is undecidable whether

KÌL3MONN;;

is de-

Thus, it is undecidable whether a netchart language is rational. In the end of this section
we show that the opposite question is undecidable, too (Th. 4.7).
4.3 From HMSCs to netcharts
Let us now relate the notions of regularity and channel-boundedness in the framework
of netcharts. Recall first that the channel-width of some basic MSC r is the maximal
number of messages that may be sent in a channel but not received along some linear
extension of r . Formally, the channel-width of r is
Ý
- >àßM> 2 Tá D[JâAJ < =ãß ] JâAJ ßMB:ã < J¡P&P.0/,r
hÞ <
©n=â is a prefix of ¡0L .
G
A language of basic MSCs K - ${f is called channel-bounded by an integer Û if
each basic MSC of K has a channel-width at most Û . It was observed in [8] that each
regular MSC language is channel-bounded. In general the converse fails. However, for
netchart languages the two notions coincide as the next elementary observation shows.
L EMMA 4.5. Let
bounded.
;

be a netchart. The language

KL3MONN;;

is regular iff it is channel-

This result may be seen as a direct consequence of Theorem 3.6 although it is much
easier to prove it directly. With the help of Lemma 4.5 and Th. 3.5 we can now easily
characterize which channel-bounded FIFO HMSCs describe a netchart language.
T HEOREM 4.6. Let Ø be a HMSC such that K·Ù
is regular iff KäÙ is a netchart language.

is channel-bounded and FIFO. Then

KPÙ

By means of the proof technique of [8, Th. 4.6], we can show easily that it is undecidable whether a channel-bounded FIFO HMSC describes a regular language. As a
consequence, we get the following negative result.
T HEOREM 4.7. It is undecidable whether the language of some given HMSC can be
described by some netchart. This holds even if we restrict to HMSCs that describe
channel-bounded languages.
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F IG . 8. Construction to decide whether some netchart is FIFO

5 Two positive results for FIFO netcharts
We have proved in Cor. 3.8 that checking regularity of KÌL3MONN;; is undecidable. To
cope with this negative result, we introduce a subclass of netcharts for which regularity
becomes decidable. This restriction was also considered at some point in [17].
D EFINITION 5.1. A netchart ; is called FIFO if any execution sequence of its lowlevel Petri net is a linear extension of some FIFO basic MSC.
Figure 7 shows a non-FIFO netchart whereas Figure 4 shows a FIFO netchart. Interestingly, this subclass of netcharts is decidable and regularity is decidable in this subclass.
T HEOREM 5.2. It is decidable whether a netchart is a FIFO netchart.
Proof. We consider two distinct messages U and Ü from 8he . These two messages are
involved in four transitions 9CF[émI , IdQéE9 , 9CF.êI and IdQêR9 in the low-level net @> . In order
to check whether Ü can overtake U in some execution sequence of Ì> , we build a new
Petri net from @> by adding some places and some transitions. More precisely, around
the four transitions related to U and Ü and the two corresponding places depicted in gray
in Fig. 8, we add 8 new transitions 9CFWé<ëmI , IdQé<ëE9 , 9CF.êëmI and IdQêëe9 ( ª& DN!ìdL ) and 18 new

places drawn in black in Fig. 8. Observe that the new transition 9CFíé I can be executed
at most once; moreover in this case a token is put in the new place at its left. A similar




observation holds for IdQé 9 , 9CF.ê I , and IdQê 9 . Observe also that 9CF[ê I can be executed



only after 9CFîé I whereas IdQé 9 can be executed only after IdQê 9 . Now each arc from a

place  to the transition 9CF é I is copied into an arc from  to 9CF é I and another arc from
 to 9CF.éïI . We proceed similarly with places in 9CFWémI  and with the transition 9CF[êI . Now
we claim that some MSC of > shows some overtaking of Ü over U iff the new Petri


net admits an execution sequence that involves the transitions 9CFíé I and 9CF.ê I . We can
check the existence of such an execution sequence by reachability analysis [15].
T HEOREM 5.3. Regularity of KL3MON!;; is decidable for FIFO netcharts.
Proof. By Lemma 4.5, we have to check whether KL3MONN;; is channel-bounded. Since
;
has finitely many final states, we may assume that ; has a unique final marking.
Since K4L3MONN;; g'eNK4L3MONN4> , K4L3MONN;; is channel-bounded iff KL3MONN4> is channelbounded. Moreover KL3MONN4> is channel-bounded iff it is regular. Since ; is FIFO, this
holds iff the set of all execution sequences of > is regular. This question is decidable
as shown by Lambert [12, Th. 5.2]. An alternative to this proof is to apply a recent and
independent work by Wimmel [21] which is also based on [12].
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6 Getting rid of the FIFO restriction
In this section we introduce an extended semantics for netcharts which includes nonFIFO MSCs. We show that most results in the FIFO semantics remain valid with this
new approach. However we exhibit a netchart that is not implementable (Ex. 6.5).
6.1 Non-FIFO behaviors of netcharts
Let  be a netchart and  be its low-level Petri net. The non-FIFO language ! of
" consists of the (possibly non-FIFO) basic MSCs #
such that each linear extension
from $&%'(#
is an execution sequence of ) . In particular, +*-,/.0"1 consists of all
FIFO basic MSCs of +! . When dealing with non-FIFO basic MSCs and labellings,
one has to take care of degenerating MSCs.
D EFINITION 6.1. Let 243 and 25 be two sets of messages and 6 782'3 9 25 be a
mapping from 243 to 25 . A basic MSC # : ;=<?>@<BAC over 243 is called degenerating
with 6 if the dag 6&(# : ;=<?DFEG<6IHAC is not the MSC dag of some basic MSC.
E XAMPLE 6.2. Consider the drawings of Fig. 9. The directed acyclic graph JLK is obtained from the MSC dag J with the labelling MON such that PQ3R<SPT5VU9 P and W?3IU9 W .
Since JVK is not an MSC dag, the basic MSC J is degenerating with M N .
Since we do not want to deal with degenerate behaviors in this paper, we have to
select from the basic MSCs of the low-level Petri net only those basic MSCs that are
not degenerating with the labelling M N .
D EFINITION 6.3. The non-FIFO semantics XI of a netchart  consists of the basic
MSCs obtained from the basic MSCs of )! that are not degenerating with M N :
XI: Y-M N (# ZR#
[\"!^]\#
is not degenerating with M N`_ .

E
XAMPLE 6.4. Consider the netchart ;x of Fig. 9 for which a marking  is final if
a b
-ed92Xf < qo
7 . As explained in Example 6.2 the basic
 for each instance 9o&
?c
MSC g &³Kp4>
is degenerating with g7e .
ï

6.2 Non-FIFO semantics of MPAs
A rather natural non-FIFO semantics for MPAs and a corresponding notion of implementation may be defined as follows. First, the non-FIFO semantics KpXn$ of an MPA
n consists of the (possibly non-FIFO) basic MSCs r
such that each linear extension
of r is an execution sequence of n . Now, an MSC language K is implementable under
the non-FIFO semantics of MPAs if there are some MPA n over some set of messages
8i) and some labelling Ò
l8)®
8
such that no MSC from KpXn$ is degenerating with
Ò and K 
Ò0KpXn$ . Differently from the FIFO semantics, there are netcharts that are
not implementable under the non-FIFO semantics.
E XAMPLE 6.5. Continuing Example 6.4, the low-level Petri net of the netchart ;5x
depicted in Fig. 9 admits some non-FIFO executions. However all these basic MSCs
are degenerating with g7e : Therefore the non-FIFO semantics of ;x consists actually
of FIFO basic MSCs only. More precisely, Kp;xE  K4L3MONN;'xE is described by the
HMSC XÚ  Û;X2 of Example 4.2. It is easy to show that this MSC language is not
implementable under the non-FIFO semantics of MPAs.
6.3 Extending some results from the FIFO to the non-FIFO semantics
Theorems 3.7, 4.3, 4.6 and 4.7 can be established with the non-FIFO semantics by
adapting the proofs slightly. Yet Corollaries 3.8 and 4.4 need to be more careful.
T HEOREM 6.6. It is undecidable whether some netchart language
(resp. can be described by some HMSC).

Kp;;

is regular

Proof. The proof is based on the following key technical result: For any MPA n over
8Pe and any mapping Ò
,8fe
®
8
we can effectively build a netchart ; such that
Kp;;
Ò0K1hd where Kih be the set of basic MSCs r
&³KpXn$ that are not degenerating
with Ò . Now we apply again [19, Prop. 7]. Let n be some MPA over 8 . We consider
81j

DlkL and Ò(N8
®
DlkL . By the above construction, we can build some netchart ;
such that Kp;;i Ò0K@L3MONNXn$ because Kih5 K4L3MONNXn$ . Then Kp;; is finitely generated
(resp. regular) iff K@L3MONNXn$ is also finitely generated (resp. regular).
Discussion. These undecidability results rely essentially on the possible presence of
degenerating MSCs in the low-level Petri net. Similarly to results obtained for FIFO
netcharts (Th. 5.2 and 5.3), we can check effectively whether a netchart admits some
degenerating MSCs in its low-level Petri net. Moreover, in case no such MSC appears,
then Kp;; is easily implementable under the non-FIFO semantics of MPAs and we
can effectively check whether it is regular. Thus, it is quite useful to avoid degenerate
behaviors. For this reason, we suggest that component MSCs should use disjoint set
of messages (that is, messages should be private to transitions) because this simple
requirement ensures that no degenerating MSC appears in the low-level Petri net.
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